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Abstract

A central characteristic of people with Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS) is an apparent insatiable appetite leading to severe overeating and the potential for marked obesity and associated serious health problems and premature death. This behaviour may be due to the effects of the genetic defect resulting from the chromosome 15 abnormalities associated with the syndrome. We examine the ethical and legal dilemmas that can arise in the care of people with PWS. A tension exists between a genetic deterministic perspective and that of individual choice. We conclude that the determination of the capacity of a person with PWS to make decisions about his/her eating behaviour and to control that behaviour is of particular importance in resolving this dilemma. If the person is found to lack capacity, the common law principles of acting in a person’s “best interests” using the “least restrictive alternative” may be helpful. Allowing serious weight gain in the absence of careful consideration of these issues is an abdication of responsibility.

(Journal of Medical Ethics 1999;25:230–236)
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Introduction

Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS) is a genetically determined disorder that affects approximately one in 14,000 people of both genders and all ethnic groups. The majority of people with PWS have a small deletion of part of the long arm of chromosome 15 of paternal origin (15q11-13). A central feature of the syndrome is an excessive appetite, with overeating behaviour apparent as early as two years of age. In addition, people with PWS usually require special help at school, due to the presence of mild learning disabilities, as well as having short stature and other phenotypic characteristics.

A proposed pathophysiological explanation for the overeating behaviour is hypothalamic dysfunction with failure of the feedback mechanism which would normally lead to feelings of fullness and loss of feelings of hunger after eating. Hence people with PWS continue to feel hungry even after just eating and therefore continue to consume food and, particularly when un supervised, may eat large amounts, giving rise to severe obesity and associated increased morbidity and mortality. Concerns about obesity in people with PWS go beyond mere aesthetics. Food-seeking behaviour and the weight increase can be extreme. For example, carers describe behaviours such as food-stealing, scavenging and eating raw or frozen food. People with PWS can reach such high weights that they may develop severe leg ulcers and limitations in mobility, heart failure, diabetes mellitus or other adverse effects of severe obesity, which limit their quality of life and are detrimental to their health. The life expectancy of people with PWS is likely to be related to how successfully weight is controlled. Appetite suppressants, behaviour modification techniques and surgical interventions have all been used to try to limit food intake but these have had only limited success and at present there are no specific treatments for the failure of satiation and overeating behaviour. Dykens et al. describe the overeating behaviour as “physiological not motivational”, making the point that this is a strongly biologically determined behaviour and not something that an individual is able to exert control over. However, ideally with the full consent of the person concerned, control of access to food and strict supervision at meal times can be effective in preventing overeating and is the strategy advocated by PWS support groups in many countries.

The key questions raised are a) does an adult with PWS have the right to determine his/her own eating behaviour and weight, b) under what, if any, circumstances would “compulsory dieting” be ethically and legally defensible and c) what responsibility do family or paid carers have for controlling access to food and thereby preventing potential life-threatening obesity. Consideration of such issues raises interesting parallels and contrasts with the wider ethical issues concerning eat-
ing disorders and obesity. People with PWS may also have an intellectual impairment and mild learning disabilities. As a result, there may also exist the more general tension between the rights of an adult to make decisions about his/her own life and the need for care and protection in the case of some people with learning or other mental disabilities.

Clinical examples
The following description is typical of the very real dilemmas faced by people with PWS, their families, other carers and health professionals. Ms RL was diagnosed as having PWS by a paediatrician when aged ten, after her parents read an article in a local magazine about the syndrome and asked for a referral. She was subsequently found to have the characteristic deletion on chromosome 15. As a result of their understanding of the syndrome her parents restricted their daughter’s access to food. She lost weight, and although her parents felt she was still marginally obese, her weight was considered acceptable. Ms RL was pleased with the outcome, as she was no longer teased at school. At aged 19 she left special school, decided to attend adult education classes at the local college, and started spending periods living away from home at a local group-home for adults with learning disabilities. Her parents had informed the staff about PWS and the risks of obesity. After six months Ms RL’s weight had increased from 76 to 89 kilograms and she was raiding the kitchen at the group-home and stealing food at college. When her parents confronted her about this she became very angry and refused to come home. Living permanently at the group-home she continues to put on weight and when seen six months later weighed 115 kilograms. She is breathless, irritable and has ulcers on her legs due to severe swelling of her ankles. She insists she is dieting. The staff feel unable to do any more as locking food away is considered an infringement of RL’s “choice” to eat when she wants.

The second example illustrates how the issues go beyond PWS itself and need to be seen in the context of the wider issues of how obesity and obese people are viewed in Western society. In a well-publicised recent case from the United States, a 13-year-old girl died weighing 309 kilograms, with numerous skin ulcers on her body. The circumstances leading to her death became public knowledge after her mother was initially prosecuted for felony child abuse and was eventually convicted of a lesser crime of misdemeanour child abuse. The question of whether the girl did or did not have PWS was raised after she had died. From the CNN report, which is an example of the broad media coverage of this case, it would seem that much of the controversy surrounding this was raised by the “fat acceptance” or “size acceptance” lobby, questioning society’s views on obesity, suggesting that certain assumptions were made about the child and her mother because the child was severely overweight, with the result that neither the girl nor her family received appropriate help. It would seem from the transcript of the discussion programme that the young girl had many but not all the characteristics of PWS. Although her mother had sought help on numerous occasions, no satisfactory explanation was given for her daughter’s severe obesity, which had first became apparent early in her daughter’s life.

To intervene or not?
In the case of children with PWS, those with parental responsibility have a clear legal duty of care. If the control of access to money and food is necessary to prevent overeating and resultant severe obesity, it is likely to be legally justifiable and even required as part of one’s parental duty to act in one’s child’s best interest and to protect him/her from harm until he/she reaches adulthood. However, the right of an adult (generally taken to be a person 18 years or older) to autonomy in decision making is central to any democratic society, provided that the person is appropriately informed, has the capacity to make such a decision and is free from undue influence. Health professionals are required to gain consent from a competent adult before proceeding with treatment and to proceed with that treatment without consent may be construed as an assault or battery. In England and Wales, common law provides the framework for intervention when an adult lacks capacity (at present the subject of proposed new legislation) and, where the treatment of a mental disorder is required, the Mental Health Act, 1983 (MHA) may apply.

For people with PWS, adult life results in increasing independence, more unsupervised access to food and therefore a high risk of serious and life-threatening obesity. This could be prevented by close supervision and food restriction. Whilst education about healthy eating and development of treatment strategies that have the person’s consent would be the most desirable, often these are not possible because the person with PWS does not wish to consent to the proposed limitations or is unable to keep to them. The question then arises as to whether intervention without the adult’s consent is appropriate legally and ethically and, in particular, what action might be taken if the person’s life is at risk due to the severity of the obesity.
Given the present knowledge of PWS we have proposed the following conceptual models for understanding and seeking a resolution to this issue in the context of English and Welsh law. The general principles outlined below will be applicable regardless of the jurisdiction, however, the potential for lawful intervention may differ across countries. We believe that these conceptual models need to be debated because understanding the issues may help resolve what at present are ethical and legal uncertainties.

1. INDIVIDUAL CHOICE
One way to conceptualise this dilemma is to consider people with PWS no differently from those in the general population, and more specifically, no differently from people who are overweight. Obesity, with all its associated health problems, is endemic in Western society. In the UK, a reduction in obesity has been one of the targets for the "Health of the Nation" campaign. As humans we appear constitutionally ill-prepared for an environment where food and the money to buy food are readily available. However, it is for each of us as individuals to decide what we eat, how much we eat, the weight we wish to be and the efforts we are prepared to make to attain and maintain our ideal weight. Governments and health care professionals can inform and encourage but cannot insist. No matter how certain we are of the health implications of obesity, as a society we would not sanction regulation or restriction of the food intake of people whose health is at risk, without their consent. This would be considered an unacceptable infringement of civil liberties.

Is overeating behaviour in PWS an extension of the same behaviour so common in the general population? Although people with PWS often have mild learning disabilities and may require special help at school, some may well have average intellectual ability, and the majority have good language ability and are able to make their wishes known. The fact that the majority of people with PWS are able to make quite complex choices about their lives may suggest that they are able to make some choices about their weight and may be prepared to accept the risks and limitations associated with severe obesity. In this model the presence of a genetic disorder and the reported lack of satiety specific to this syndrome are irrelevant. Many people stop eating before they feel completely full for health or aesthetic reasons and this is a choice also available to people with PWS.

It can also be argued that overeating in PWS is no different from common addictive behaviours, for example, to alcohol or tobacco. The person with the addiction understands its adverse effects, but continues to use the substance, often due to physical or psychological dependence. Despite the perceived self-destructive nature of these behaviours, our society again does not sanction intervention without the consent of the person concerned. The principle of autonomy is paramount even if the outcome is likely to include serious health consequences and/or early death. If we adopt this conceptual approach, adults with PWS should be free to eat as much as they like and intervention to prevent obesity without consent would not only be an infringement of the rights of that person, but also unlawful.

2. PWS: A SPECIAL CASE OF 'DECISION MAKING CAPACITY' AND/OR 'CONTROL'
In the case of RL and of others with PWS the central and determining issue is the individual's capacity to make decisions about food intake. If RL does have the capacity to make such decisions, her decision must be respected even if it leads to marked weight gain and its associated health problems. On the other hand, if she is found to lack capacity to make these decisions, under the common law jurisdiction in England and Wales, carers would be allowed, and also under a duty, to act in her "best interests", using the least restrictive alternative. Failure to supervise access to food in such a case may result not only in dire consequences for the person with PWS, but also reflects negligence on the part of the carers.

The key question when assessing RL's capacity is whether she has the requisite abilities to make this specific decision. The outcome of the decision (ie, to accept or reject restrictions on access to food) and the level of her intellectual ability/disability by themselves are not determinative of her capacity status. To be deemed capable to make decisions about food, RL would have to be able to understand and retain the information that she was seriously overweight and was continuing to gain weight, that this was a result of her eating more food than her body required and the outcome was that she would be at increasing risk for serious physical illness and might well die. She needs to be able to believe the above information and be able to balance that information to arrive at a choice.12 13

If RL were unable to understand, retain and believe information about healthy eating and the risks of overeating as relating to herself, she would be deemed incapable of making a decision about her food intake, therefore carers would be justified in limiting and controlling her access to food. Each of these need to be considered in turn. For example, whilst RL may well be able to understand and retain the relevant information, her
insistence that she is in fact dieting, contrary to other evidence, might indicate she does not appreciate that these issues apply directly to her and her wellbeing. A further consideration would be whether or not she is able to balance the relevant information in order to arrive at a choice. Given the fact that hunger and thirst exert powerful influences on an individual's thinking and behaviour, as such drives are essential for survival, it may be very difficult properly to balance the short and longer term consequences of any decision. It might therefore be argued that RL's ability to consider information about food intake is overwhelmed by strong biological drives. Although she may have the capacity to make decisions about many aspects of her life, on matters of eating and weight, this capacity is lacking.

To take the capacity argument one step further in regards to PWS, it has been proposed that since people with this syndrome have a specific chromosomal deletion directly related to satiety and thereby eating behaviour, a special case exists. Overeating in PWS would be considered to be a genetically determined behaviour and as there can be little control over such a strong biological drive intervention would justified even if the person did not consent. At its most basic, it is not simply an issue of understanding but rather one of control. RL may appreciate the equation of calories in and calories out, and may understand the potential risks of obesity but at the same time have a very limited ability to do anything about it. She has the capacity to understand but not the capacity to control the behaviour, or she may be unable to acknowledge she has limited control of her eating behaviour.

There are some parallels between ethical issues surrounding anorexia nervosa and PWS. Simplistically, overeating in PWS may be seen as a "reverse" of the anorexic behaviour. In anorexia nervosa, the persistent and overvalued ideas about body size drive the extreme dieting behaviour, while in PWS the overeating behaviour occurs as a result of a genetic defect that leads to failure of satiety. The issues of capacity in PWS are in some ways similar to the approach to anorexia nervosa. People with anorexia nervosa are often able to function competently in most areas of their lives, except within this "blind spot" regarding food intake. For example, they may be able to understand and retain information relating to their food intake and the adverse effects of their low weight. However, people with anorexia nervosa may not believe or appreciate that the information about food intake applies to them. In anorexia nervosa, insight may be impaired, particularly in cases where body images are distorted, and individuals may see themselves as much bigger than they really are. In the case of people with PWS, the lack of appreciation may be because of an extreme denial about any weight problem or of the ineffectiveness of their dieting behaviour. Often, as in the case of RL, whilst people with PWS may try to diet their weight continues to increase because the calorie intake is still excessive for their calorie expenditure and they are unable to accept this fact. In both PWS and anorexia nervosa it is both these aspects relating to capacity and control as well as the extreme and life-threatening nature of the behaviour that makes PWS and anorexia nervosa stand out as different from "normal" obesity and "normal" dieting, respectively.

It has been argued that certain people with anorexia nervosa are able to make a decision about food intake. They refuse food not as a symptom of the disorder, but because the quality of life with anorexia is not good enough to outweigh the burden of the treatment. Even if this may result in their death, Draper argues that their wishes have to be respected. Similarly, if RL has the requisite abilities to make a decision about food intake, but holds the view that since she was born with this disorder and prefers to live with the consequences of obesity rather than the restrictions imposed by others, this may have to be respected.

Adoption of the capacity approach implies that each case has to be taken on its own merit, depending on the ability of the person to make specific decisions about eating. There may be some people with PWS who may never have the capacity to make decisions about their eating, while others may be deemed capable, especially if they have been educated about diet and strategies to reduce weight gain, such as exercising. In those thought to lack capacity, preventing access to food, for example by locking the kitchen or the refrigerator, would be justified under the "best interests" principle.

3. PWS, A MENTAL DISORDER

The question of whether PWS can be conceptualised as a mental disorder is significant because many countries have mental health legislation that provides legal means for the compulsory treatment of specific mental disorders. In addition, it may be relevant that anorexia nervosa is now accepted as a mental illness, therefore compulsory treatment may be justified under the Mental Health Acts pertaining if other statutory conditions are satisfied. Whether compulsory intervention is an appropriate and possible course of action will critically depend on the nature of the
mental health legislation and definitions of what is and what is not included as a mental disorder in such legislation.

We considered issues surrounding PWS in the context of the English and Welsh Mental Health Act, 1983. If PWS and the associated behaviours are considered a “mental disorder” as defined in this act and the person satisfies other conditions of detention under the act, assessment and treatment for the mental disorder in hospital can be carried out without the person’s consent. In this situation the question of capacity does not necessarily have to be addressed. A “mental disorder” is broadly defined in the MHA (section 1(2)) as “mental illness, arrested or incomplete development of mind, psychopathic disorder and any other disorder or disability of mind”. The presence of early developmental delay and learning disabilities in people with PWS is usually sufficient for them to be said to have “arrested and incomplete development of mind”. It might also be argued that as the problem of overeating relates to the failure to feel satiated at a conscious level, people with PWS could therefore be said to have “a disability of mind”. If either of these arguments is accepted and other criteria are met, RL, for example, could be admitted under section 2 of the MHA for assessment, close supervision and the imposition of a compulsory diet, as part of her treatment for the consequences of her “disability of mind”. However, the assessment period is limited to 28 days. For treatment to be given to RL for longer and without her consent, a section 3 order would be required. In that case, the definitions of mental disorder are much tighter and she would have to meet criteria for one of four possible categories: mental illness, psychopathic disorder, mental impairment or severe mental impairment. The category most likely to apply is that of “mental impairment”, but under these circumstances a significant impairment of intelligence needs to be demonstrated (usually taken to be an IQ of <70 using established tests), as well as impairment of social functioning and abnormally aggressive or seriously irresponsible conduct (section 1(2)). This is not always the case with people with PWS.

Even if PWS is considered to fall within the definition of a “mental disorder” or a category of mental disorder, there are major hurdles that may prevent the MHA from being used in controlling access to food in PWS. First, assessment and treatment sections of the MHA can only be used in hospitals or registered mental care homes and cannot be continued for any length of time out of these settings. Secondly, the extent to which the MHA is applicable to a literally life-long condition such as PWS is controversial. Finally, it can be argued that restricting a person’s access to food, for instance by locking the kitchen or the refrigerator, is not clearly “medical treatment for the mental disorder”, even if this is widely defined in the act to include nursing and “care, habilitation and rehabilitation under medical supervision”. An alternative is the use of guardianship orders which offer some limited powers of supervision in a community setting but the necessary criteria would need to be met.

Conclusions
The scenario outlined raises significant ethical dilemmas and legal questions. On the one hand, we recognise the rights of people who are able to be autonomous to make decisions for themselves, especially with regards to something as fundamental as what and how much they eat. On the other hand, the life-threatening nature of the behaviour provokes the reaction: “something must be done”, especially as people with PWS may be vulnerable in other ways because of intellectual impairments. The conceptual models we have proposed illustrate this tension in balancing beneficence and respect for autonomy. Genetic determinists might argue that the behaviour of eating is so critical to survival that the breakdown in the physiological control mechanism of the body would have a major effect that would override any “free will”. If the “satiety” model of the eating behaviour and the failure of normal feedback is correct, the constant desire to seek food observed in people with PWS is understandable in terms of a drive that ensures survival.

At the other extreme is the view that overeating in PWS represents the person’s free choice, just like people in the general population who are addicted to alcohol, tobacco or who have difficulties controlling their weight. There are no grounds for intervention to prevent people from engaging in behaviours that are harmful to themselves, so there should be no justification for intervening to restrict food intake in the person with PWS. However, the analogy with dependence on alcohol or tobacco cannot be sustained as these are not central to life and complete abstinence from alcohol or tobacco is certainly possible. The same is not true for food.

In response to the questions we raised in the introduction to this paper we propose that PWS is a special case and that people with PWS may not have the capacity, and therefore the right, to determine their own eating behaviour. Intervention to prevent obesity, even if the person does not consent, is likely to be ethically defensible with common law or mental health legislation being used to enable such a course of action when
appropriate. The carer and/or health care professional has a responsibility to determine if intervention is justified through careful consideration of the following: a) the person's capacity to make such decisions, b) knowledge of the person's past eating behaviour and his/her ability to control such behaviour and c) an understanding of the person's past wishes and views about weight and access to food. Given this knowledge the degree of restriction imposed by the intervention should be guided by the extent to which the person with PWS is able to make a decision about his/her eating behaviour and to control it. Central to the intervention that might follow is the principle of "least restrictive alternative". For example, the Department of Health and Welsh Office Mental Health Act Code of Practice refers to the delivery of "any necessary treatment or care in the least controlled and segregated facilities practicable" and specifically in the case of younger people it should be as least restrictive as possible. The task is to develop a strategy which is both reasonable and practicable in a community setting and where the person with PWS is likely to have periods of independence.

Crucially, knowledge about the eating behaviour of people with PWS in general should ensure that there is a clear and potentially life-long strategy in place to help prevent excessive eating and severe weight gain. However, precisely what form this takes should be based on an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the individual him/herself. Interventions should include education about healthy eating for people with PWS from childhood. This may be valuable in the long term to enable people with PWS to make at least a partially informed choice to eat healthier foods like vegetables and fruits, or to limit their food intake with or without the help of others. They should be encouraged to express their views as regards what intervention, if any, they would agree to should they become seriously overweight. Monitoring of weight and appropriate positive reinforcements for not gaining or for losing weight and meeting particular weight targets are preferable to "punishment" for gaining weight. Under these circumstances simple rules of supervision and environmental modifications may well be possible and acceptable with beneficial effects and the common law principles of "best interests" and "least restrictive alternative" will have been adhered to. However, there must be a clear appreciation of the very real danger of severe obesity and increased mortality. If severe and life-threatening obesity does occur, it is not adequate to dismiss the possibility of any further intervention simply on the grounds that it is an individual's choice. There is a great risk of considerable harm being done, including the possibility of death, as a result of a misguided commitment to respecting an individual's choice when the capacity to make that choice has not been properly considered and indeed, may well be impaired. Carers and health professionals have a duty very rigorously to consider the issues as described in this paper and to make a reasoned argument in support of whatever course of action is chosen. We suggest that any decision to impose more severe restrictions is not something that rests with one person alone but should involve, as far as possible, the person him/herself, and, if appropriate, relevant family members and appointed advocates and members of relevant disciplines. If such a course of action is strongly opposed by the person with PWS he/she should be supported in getting legal advice and, depending on the circumstances, judicial review or appeal to a Mental Health Review Tribunal can take place. More severe restrictions are likely to include locking of food cupboards and the fridge, and possibly the kitchen door, together with limitations on the amount of money the person with PWS has access to at any one time. Good dietetic advice is crucial to ensure appropriate nutrition, especially if a diet as low as 800 kcals a day is required, as may be the case when someone is severely obese.

Whilst eating behaviour and weight is clearly a matter of choice for the majority of the population we have argued that such an approach must not be applied uncritically. As other genetically determined causes of obesity are described the same issues will need to be examined. For example, in a recently reported case, members of a family with severe obesity were found to have a mutation of the leptin gene, resulting in a failure of the normal feedback mechanism whereby body mass influences eating behaviour. Would interventions to restrict food intake in such a family be justified?
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